e-leaflets

Target active
home movers
or buy-to-let
landlords with
results you
can measure

Target an active, motivated audience
Whether you’re looking to target buyers, vendors, landlords or renters, e-leaflets are an
easy and cost-effective way of reaching a massive, motivated audience. Think of it as a
virtual leaflet drop.

Why should I choose e-leaflets over
print leaflets?

Leaflet drops are still an effective tool for many agents. But with doormats saturated with
flyers, it’s becoming harder and harder to catch your potential customer’s attention.
Compared to printed leaflets, e-leaflets can help you:

Be more targeted

• Directly reach landlords who might be in the market to
buy. Print marketing sent to the property is unlikely to
reach them.

• Track results using detailed performance reporting
and continually improve your campaigns based on
what you know works.

Reach more people

• Easily reach home movers outside your area who might be
looking to move there.

• Get through to those in secure or concierged buildings
who wouldn’t see your flyers.

Control costs

• Manage your cost per send,

without expensive print costs.
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Choose between 3 types of e-leaflets
All our e-leaflets can help you build brand awareness and unlock valuation opportunities.
Depending on what you want to achieve, choose from the three options below.
Branded e-leaflets

Great for…

Reaching buyers &
vendors, or tenants

• Generate valuations
• Share local property
market knowledge

• Promote offers and

Use it to…

incentives

• Drive traffic to your
website

• Build brand

Targeted e-leaflets

Impressing vendors
or developers

Reach...

Talk about...

How it’s
targeted...

Reaching investors

lettings
• Promote single properties • Generate
valuations
or developments
• Share local market
• Build brand awareness
knowledge
• Impress vendors or
• Showcase available sales
developers with an
‘'exclusive’ campaign

• Drive traffic to your
website

awareness

properties suitable for
investment

• Drive traffic to your
website

• Promote events &
auctions

•
• Out of your area
• In concierged buildings

Buyers looking for a property
matching your availability.

Available properties & the
local property market.

Single properties or
developments.

Home movers
In your area

Buy-to-let investor
e-leaflets

Sellers- include in your
valuation packs and developer
proposals.

Select the ‘outcode’ (first part of Target all users looking within a
a postcode) to target (e.g. N6). radius of the postcode of your
property/development, whose
Choose sales (buyers & vendors), price range & search criteria
match your property offering.
lettings (tenants), or both.
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• Build brand awareness

Potential & existing landlords
who’ve registered for
updates on buy-to-let
properties and market news.

Available properties & the
local property market.

Select the ‘outcode’ (first
part of a postcode) to target
(e.g. N6), where investors
are making enquiries.

How to design an effective e-leaflet
From running thousands of e-leaflet campaigns for agents and developers, we know
what works well. Here are our top tips for getting great results.

Designing your email to get results

Choose between providing your own HTML or using one of our six customisable templates.
Our templates are based on best practice and are ‘responsively designed’, so they look great
whether they’re read on a desktop, tablet or mobile.
If providing your own HTML:

• Use full width buttons, so you can see them on mobile. 44px x 44px minimum size.
• Maintain at least a 60:40 text to image ratio to avoid spam filters.
• Design the email to be responsive for mobile and link to a mobile website if possible.
• Ask to see our technical specification and Text Content Guidelines for more information.

If using one of our templates:

• Take inspiration from how they’ve been used successfully (pages 8 to 23).
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How to design an effective e-leaflet

Getting people to open your emails:
Your subject line

This is the first thing your recipient will see, so it needs to catch their attention. Use wording
which encourages users to take action. Some suggestions:

• Include dates and deadlines to create a sense of urgency
• Keep it personal by using first names and locations
• Say the most important thing(s) first. Only the first 40 characters are visible on mobile.
Hi (FirstName), your (Location) property update from (Agent Name)
Hi (FirstName), sold prices in (Location) have risen - how much is yours worth?

Hi (FirstName), new to market in (Location) - be the first to view

Your pre-header

A pre-header is the short summary text that follows the subject line when an email is viewed
in an inbox. Pre-headers are shown by most major email clients to tip you off the content of
the email before it's opened.

• You can include your own pre-header to replace our standard text that reads "This

•

message was sent to you by Rightmove on behalf of..."
Tailor this to complement your message and content - like in the examples below.
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How to design an effective e-leaflet

Keep your audience’s attention:
Your content

If there’s one thing to remember about your content, it’s keep it relevant to the recipient
and their needs and wants. Some of the things that usually drive good engagement are:

Top Tip

• Available properties
• Relevant competitions
• Stats around the rise of house prices in that area (you can use Rightmove sold prices)
• Instant online valuations
• Local yield information (when targeting landlords)
• Local market information - why is it a good time to buy / invest?

Think about what you can do differently to
stand out from the crowd. After all, who wants
to say the same thing as everyone else?
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Choosing
a template

Our six templates have been
designed based on best
practice. - choose the one
that best fits the message
you want to get out.
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Template 1
Ideal for...

Showcasing a range of properties & driving valuations

You provide:
A

A

An image, logo and strapline
for the top section, along
with a URL to send people
who click through to
(usually a page on your
website). IImages must be
at least 600px wide.

B

1 or 2 short paragraphs of
text for the introduction.

B
C

C

D
D
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Links to 3 or 6 available
properties. These can be
either sales, lettings or a
combination of the two;
choose the properties that
are most relevant to your
target audience.
Clear call to action buttons
to invite an enquiry, or
direct to your website.

Template 1 - examples

Desktop

Mobile
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Template 2
Ideal for...

Highlighting what makes your properties unique
You provide:
A

An image, logo and strapline
for the top section, along
with a URL to link to (usually
a page on your website).
Images must be at least
600px wide.

B

A link and summary of your
key messages.

C

A link to your property
listings.

D

Use this to highlight special
offers, testimonials or extra
calls to action.

E

A clear call to action to
entice people to call.

A

B

C
D
E
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Template 2 - examples
Mobile

Desktop
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Template 3
Ideal for...

Highlighting your best properties
You provide:

A

B

A

An image, logo and strapline
for the top section, along with
a URLto link to (usually a page
on your website). IImages
must be at least 600px wide.

B

1 or 2 short paragraphs of
text for the introduction.

C
C

D
E
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Hero your best properties
(sales, lettings, or a
combination - depending on
the audience you’re
targeting).

D

A link or email address for
valuation requests.

E

Clear calls to action and links
to follow your social media
channels.

Template 3 - examples
Mobile

Desktop
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Template 4
Ideal for...

Promoting four properties
You provide:

A

B

C

D
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A

An image, logo and
strapline for the top
section, along with a URLRL
to link to (usually a page on
your website). Images must
be at least 600px wide.

B

1 or 2 short sentences of
text for the introduction.

C

Images and links to four
properties.

D

A link to your website and
prominent call to action
buttons.

Template 4 - examples

Desktop

Mobile
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Template 5
Ideal for...

Maximising traffic to your website via multiple links
You provide:

A

B

A

An image, logo and strapline
for the top section, along with
a URL to link to (usually a page
on your website). Images
must be at least 600px wide.

B

A link and 1 or 2 short
paragraphs of text for the
introduction.

C

C

D
E
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Hero your best properties
(sales, lettings, or a
combination - depending on
the audience you’re
targeting).

D

Highlight your unique selling
points.

E

Clear calls to action and links
to follow your social media
channels.

Template 5 - examples

Desktop

Mobile
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Template 6
Ideal for...

Focusing in detail on individual properties
You provide:

A
B

C
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A

An image of a property that
you really want to get in front
of a wider audience.

B

Key benefits specific to that
property and a link to find out
more and enquire.

C

A prominent "call now" call to
action to drive immediate
contact from interested
buyers and tenants.

Template 6 - examples
Desktop

Mobile
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Next steps

How to get started?

Interested in running an e-leaflet campaign? Great. Just speak to your Account Manager.

What you need to consider?
For all e-leaflets, think about:

• The audience you’d like to target
• Your key message and what you want to achieve from the email
• When you want to send it
• The template you’d like to use (or if you’d prefer to provide your own HTML)

Branded e-leaflet:

• The ‘outcode(s)’ (first part of the postcode) you’d like to target, e.g. N6

Targeted e-leaflet:

• The postcode of your property or development
• The price range and property type criteria to be used to match home movers

Buy-to-let investor e-leaflet:

• The ‘outcode(s)’ (first part of the postcode) you’d like to target, e.g. N6, where potential

landlords have made enquiries about properties for sale.

What you need to supply?

If you’re using one of our six best practice templates:

• Provide the content you’d like to include, using the relevant checklist for that template
(see pages 8 to 19)

If you’re providing your own HTML:

• We’ll need a fully coded HTML email. Please ask for our technical specification guide.
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How long does the process take?

Once the Rightmove Digital Marketing team receives your request, here’s an estimate of
how long each step usually takes.

• Receiving a quotation: 24 hours
• Design (if supplying your own HTML): 3 working days
• Design (if using one of our templates): 5 working days
• Amendments: allow another 3 working days

Will I get to approve the campaign?

Of course. We’ll send you a proof of your email campaign before it goes out. We won’t send
the email until you’ve confirmed in writing that you’re happy for it to go ahead.

Can I send the campaign to my own database?

We provide a fully designed email template as part of the e-leaflets service, but you aren’t able
to use our designs outside of a Rightmove e-leaflet campaign. We aren’t able to import your
database contacts into our system to send the campaign due to data protection legislation.

How do I know if my campaign worked?

We’re able to provide the details of how many people have opened and clicked on your emails.
This gives you a distinct advantage over print leaflets where it’s more difficult to track
engagement. Please leave at least a week after sending the campaign to ask for your results,
to give your audience enough time to see and open your email.

Interested in running an e-leaflet campaign?
Just get in touch with your Account Manager.
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